Abstract UML Templates allow to capture reusable models through parameterization. The construct is general enough to be used in many ways, ranging from the representation of generic components (such as Java generics or C++ templates) to aspectual usage, including pattern-, aspect-and view-oriented modeling. We concentrate on this last usage and so-called aspectual templates which require that parameters must form a model of systems in which to inject new functionalities. Starting from this strict constraint, we derive an in-depth semantic enhancement of the standard. It is formalized as a fully UML-compliant interpretation in OCL of the template construct and its binding mechanism. In particular, this aspectual interpretation must be ensured in case of partial binding (not all parameters are valued). Partial binding of UML is a powerful technique which allows to obtain richer templates from the composition of other ones. As a major result, the present semantic enhancement is consistent with this capacity so that partial binding of aspectual templates produces aspectual templates. Finally, at an operational level, an algorithm for aspectual template (partial) bindingoperation is formulated and conseCommunicated by Prof.
Introduction
After being considered only as documentation for a long time, software models are nowadays first-class objects. The MDA methodology (Model Driven Architecture [1] ) identified the need to separate platform-independent modeling choices from platform-dependent ones in order to facilitate subsequent software generation, with respect to "vertical" transformation chains. Then MDE (Model Driven Engineering [25] ) generalized the approach. It upgraded the status of models, from components dedicated to MDA steps, to full first-class software objects that are reusable and composable. The challenge is to facilitate the reuse of technologyindependent design efforts and logics in a productive and safe manner.
Once it was clear that software models could be isolated and composed, powerful techniques inspired from the programming world were considered to increase their reusability, such as model parameterization. The UML technology [43] contributes a lot to this trend while trying to capture common concepts and techniques, specifically through its concept of "model template". The ambition is to support much of MDE practices which call for model parameterization [44] . They are of two kinds. First kind is the representation at a model level of generic software components, such as C++ templates or Java generics, and then their instantiation [4, 16, 17, 20] . Second kind is the specifi-cation of overall and reusable software dimensions and then their application to a system being in construction, mainly the way aspect-orientation did [26] , leading to the notion of "aspectual templates" studied here. This is related to aspectoriented modeling (AOM) [11, 24, 27, 36, 38, 45, 47] , subject or view-oriented modeling including Catalysis frameworks [9, 11, 20, 33, 46] and pattern guided design [13, 39] .
UML templates allow to represent model schemas where some of their ingredients are listed as parameters. Its specific "binding" relationship allows to specify how a model is related to a template through the substitution of its parameters. It is worth noting that parameters are only (metatyped) individuals and form an unstructured set of model elements of the template. So that the construct is general and permissive enough to render much of model parameterization needs, as mentioned above. But when aspectual usage is concerned, parameters have to specify a plain required model of systems in which to add the new functionalities. This superimposes to the standard construct that parameters must form a full well-formed model to which candidate models have to conform.
This leads to the definition of "aspectual templates" and the demonstration. As far as "parameters must form a model" was recognized as the initial requirement for aspectual interpretation of UML templates (a kind of postulate), subsequent reinforcement of their semantics can and must be derived, which consists in ensuring this requirement throughout definitions and composition mechanisms. Following the standard, the solution consists of constraining its metamodel thanks to the OCL formalism. It is worth noting that the standard being general enough as seen above, only refining its semantics in order to capture aspectual needs must be sufficient. As a result, this will be done in this paper so that aspectual templates are full UML templates (but not vice versa w.r.t. the openness of the standard specification to other template interpretations).
Moreover, UML templates allow partial binding where not all parameters are valued and must remain parameters in the resulting model, so that it is itself a template. The technique allows to obtain richer templates from the composition of other ones in a hierarchical way and then facilitates the constitution of "off-the shelf" model template libraries. In case of aspectual templates, following their proper constraint that "parameters must form a model", partial binding of aspectual templates must produce aspectual ones. We will see that the present semantic variation of the standard guarantees this property and it is a proof of its consistency.
After providing background on UML templates and their metamodel (Sect. 2), we present major existing works which call for aspectual interpretation of UML templates and identify the issues in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we show how UML template semantics can be enhanced to render aspectual one. The obtained engineering facilities and their properties are motivated through typical scenarios. After that (Sect. 5), the semantic enhancement in OCL of the UML template metamodel dedicated to aspectual templates is detailed. Section 6 specifically addresses the issue of partial binding between templates and presents a composition strategy which is compatible with the standard and previous groundings. This leads to deal with aspectual templates and their binding mechanism in a homogeneous and consistent way. In Sect. 7, an algorithm is formulated for the construction of a model resulting from the binding of an aspectual template to a model, following the semantics by copy informally specified in UML. This algorithm treats complete as well as partial binding of aspectual templates to (template) models. Following this formalization, reusable technology and tooling facilities offered in EMF (Eclipse Modeling Framework) are presented in Sect. 8 . Finally, before concluding with perspectives, Sect. 9 discusses the generalization of the presented results inside and outside the scope of UML.
Background on UML templates
In this section, a synthesized reminder on UML templates is presented in order to ground the study.
The UML template construct
In the UML standard, a template is a model which exposes some of its model elements as parameters. Examples are classes or packages called class templates or package templates, respectively. To specify its parameters, a template owns a signature. A template signature is a list of formal parameters where each parameter refers to an element of the template model. Templates have also a specific graphical notation which consists in superimposing a small dashed rectangle containing their signature on the top right-hand corner of the corresponding symbol.
Templates allow to define other models thanks to parameter substitution, declared in a dedicated "binding relationship". A binding relationship links a "bound model" to a template (from which it was obtained) through the specification of a set of template parameter substitutions that associate formal parameters of the template to actual elements of the bound model. Constraints of the standard only impose that the type of each actual model element must be a subtype of the corresponding formal parameter one.
The semantics of the binding relationship is specified in UML as follows: "The presence of a TemplateBinding relationship implies the same semantics as if the contents of the template owning the target template signature were copied into the bound element, substituting any elements exposed as a formal template parameter by the corresponding elements specified as actual parameters in this binding" ( [44] , page ). Correctness of the binding logics was formulated by OCL constraints in [8] . Note that the expansion of the template in the bound element can be made explicit graphically or not. See Fig. 1 for an example of explicit expansion, other examples in the paper will use the implicit notation to suggest a constructive process. Figure 1 shows two samples of UML templates and their binding. On the left of Fig. 1a , template class Stack is parameterized by Element of type Class and Max of type int which are, respectively, substituted by Plate and 15 in PlatesStack. The right side of Fig. 1b is an example of a package template used here to model the well-known Observer Pattern parameterized by its Subject class, Observer class and the observed value attribute of type T. It is used here for the design of a "Car Hiring System" which will be used as a case study throughout the paper. This system represents cars, agencies and their clients and may offer "renting", "car search" and "stock management" functionalities among agencies. In the figure, the Observer Pattern template is used to install a functionality between Agency and Client for observing car availability. This design choice is specified by the binding relationship between CarHiringSystem and the ObserverPattern template with the following substitution: Subject to Agency, Observer to Client, value to capacity and its type T to int. As a result of the binding, CarHiringSystem includes the model structure of the Observer Pattern, after substitution was made.
Finally, a bound element may have multiple bindings, possibly to the same template. In that case, it is stipulated in the standard that the bound model gets the content of each binding considered in isolation. UML allows complete and partial binding. Partial binding occurs when not all formal template parameters are substituted. For that, the UML specification only states that the unsubstituted formal template parameters are formal template parameters of the bound element ([43], page 634), which is itself a template as a consequence.
The UML template metamodel
The "Templates package" in the UML metamodel [44] introduces four main classes for their structural representation: TemplateSignature, TemplateableElement, TemplateParameter and ParameterableElement (see Fig. 2 ). TemplateBinding and TemplateParameterSubstitution metaclasses are both used to bind templates (see Fig. 3 ).
UML elements that are subclasses of TemplateableElement can be parameterized. Classifiers, in particular classes, and Packages are templateable elements. 1 The set of template parameters (TemplateParameter) of a template (TemplateableElement) are included in a signature TemplateSignature. A TemplateParameter stands for a formal template parameter and exposes an element owned by the template thanks to the parameteredElement role. Only parameterable elements (ParameterableElement) can be exposed as formal template parameters of a template or specified as actual arguments in a template binding. In particular, Classifier, PackageableElement, Operation or Property are parameterable.
The notion of template binding (TemplateBinding) allows to specify the use of a template for a given model (see Fig.  3 ). A template binding is a directed relationship labeled by the bind stereotype from the bound element (boundElement) to the template (signature). A template binding specification owns a set of template parameter substitutions (TemplateParameterSubstitution). A substitution associates a formal parameter of the template signature to actual parameterable elements of the bound. Figure 4 shows an excerpt of the instantiation of this metamodel for the example described in Fig. 1b . It depicts the substitution between the Subject formal template parameter and the actual Agency argument of the bound CarHiringSystem.
Finally, the UML specification also introduces basic constraints for checking the definition of templates and their binding. These constraints check that: -Elements exposed as parameters in the template signature are owned by the model being templated. -In a substitution, the formal parameter and the corresponding actual argument have compatible metatypes. -Each parameter substitution refers to a formal template parameter of the target template signature. -A binding specification contains at most one parameter substitution for each formal template parameter of the target template signature.
These constraints which are general will be also valid for aspectual templates. 
Aspectual usage of UML templates in existing works and issues
In this section, we present major works which refer to UML templates for aspectual needs and identify the issues.
Existing works
The UML template construct allows to capture high-order models which represent recurrent structures. Applications of this construct are numerous and range from the modeling of generic classes to pattern formulation as exemplified previously but also aspect-oriented modeling. Few works have exploited the template construct for aspectual needs. In these works, so-called aspectual templates aim to inject new functionalities into various base models. The capacity of such templates to expose some of their elements as parameters is exploited to specify the model structure required for making the injection possible. The Theme approach [14] proposes means for aspectorientation with Theme/Doc in the analysis phase and Theme/UML in the design phase. In Theme/UML, aspect models (called Themes) are specified using UML template packages containing class and sequence diagrams. Template parameters can be classes, operations or attributes. A rela- tion (named "bind") is used to express the composition of a Theme and a base model. This relation binds the template parameters to concrete modeling elements of a base model, possibly using wildcard and multiple times. Reddy et al. [36] describe an aspect-oriented modeling technique in which aspect models are expressed using UML template packages containing class and sequence diagrams. The approach is similar to Theme/UML but does not directly compose an aspect model (template) with a base model (called here "primary model"). Instead, a context-specific aspect model is first created by "binding" the parameters to application-specific values. It is this context-specific aspect model which is finally composed with the base model. During the composition, elements of same type and same name are merged to form a single one into the composed model. The approach also proposes "composition directives" which are intended to refine the default composition rules. They can be used to solve conflicts across aspect and base models and remove undesirable emergent properties during composition or during analysis of the composed model. This approach also provides directives to state the composition order between aspects and the primary model. Similar to the Theme/UML approach or the composition technique proposed by Reddy et al. and Kienzle et al. [27] exploit UML package templates based on class and sequence diagrams to express reusable aspect models. In this approach called RAM (Reusable Aspect Models), composing an aspect model with a base model involves binding the template parameters to base model elements, possibly with the help of pattern-matching techniques. The resulting context-specific aspect model is then composed with the base model. In this approach, some aspects may depend on the structure or behavior provided by other aspects. Such a dependency is expressed at the model level by declaring an instantiation directive with the required aspect within the dependent aspect. This directive is exploited to correctly instantiate and compose the required aspect before it can be successfully composed with a base model.
In our previous works, we also contributed to this research by studying the construction of complex systems from aspectual templates [8, 32, 33] . It appears that the construction process requires managing complex assemblies of aspectual templates with various forms of application. For instance, there are cases where multiple aspectual templates must be applied to a same model, while other cases require to apply an aspectual template to a model resulting from another application. Moreover, aspectual templates can be composed together in order to produce richer ones. This raises issues about ordering properties of applications and the equivalence of application chains. In [33] , we addressed these issues in a consistent and systematic manner. This led us to formalize properties which guarantee the correctness of composition chains and their alternative ordering capacities.
Issues
All the previous works made use of UML templates for aspectual needs. However, there remains some important issues which have received little attention or have not been addressed: Regarding existing works, we found that this issue is only considered in the Theme and RAM approaches but with the restriction on the granularity of parameters as indicated previously. In Theme, rules expressed in OCL are given to check the conformity between parameters and their substituted elements, but these rules only concern a small set of allowed parameters. RAM also ensures a correct binding of parameters for classes and their features, but the corresponding rules are only described informally and implemented in the TouchRAM tool [2] , so that they are neither really reusable nor accurately comparable. -Aspectual templates composition: The main interest of composing aspectual templates by themselves is to enable the construction of new and richer ones. Resulting "off-the-shelf" aspectual templates may in turn be composed or reused to enrich models. While increasing reusability, this feature has not received much attention although it raises several questions such as: What about the binding strategies between formal parameters themselves, the capacity of partial binding and the propagation of unbound parameters from the composed template to the resulting one? Answering these questions is mandatory to preserve genericity and hence reusability of model templates. Among existing works, only the RAM approach supports template composition through dependency relationships. In RAM, binding between formal parameters and propagation of unbound parameters is supported, but these capacities are only offered for classes and their features without considering all parameters as a model. In addition, precise formulation of rules for the propagation of parameters and the consistency of the resulting template is not provided. More generally, and to our knowledge, the issue of composing together aspectual templates with parameter models, completely as well as partially, has not been studied.
All of these require a consistent formalization of the standard template construct semantics and its binding mechanism in case of aspectual interpretation. Indeed, despite the importance of being standard-compliant for understanding, reuse and interoperability reasons, existing works are unclear about how they interpret the standard. Works like [36] and [27] have their own modeling of template parameters and template binding. However, they do not give details of their metalevel definition. Consequently, it is difficult to relate them with UML constructs and therefore get clear definition and proper semantics of aspectual templates in relation with the standard. It is the subject of the present contribution to state this semantic interpretation of the standard with the only but strong constraint that parameters must form a model.
In the next section, we present the enhancement of the UML template construct and its binding mechanism dedicated to their aspectual usage. This enhancement is fullycompliant with UML. Firstly, because formalized aspectual templates are full UML templates so that they can take place, at least, in any MDE practices where UML templates are needed. Secondly, because it respects the openness of the standard to other kinds of templates (not all UML templates have to be aspectual ones).
Enhancing UML templates for aspectual usage
This section presents our proposal for the definition and application of aspectual templates in the context of UML. First, we propose to enforce the template parameters to form a full parameter model whose candidate applications must conform in order to use the template. This requirement has consequences on the template application logics itself. As a result, we propose the specialization of this logics to take full advantage of the previous requirement in a homogeneous and consistent way. The capabilities offered for template composition and model assemblies are illustrated through a case study inspired from [12, 33, 46] . Next, typical scenarios of underlying engineering practices will be presented.
Parameters as a model
Aspectual templates have parameters that capture required elements from candidate models. Considering these parameters in isolation is the standard but is underspecified when one want to capture the full structure of a required model. Figure 5 illustrates the issue. 2 This figure shows a package template for resource management functionalities related to a stock. As expected, all the parameters are model elements of the template core. But one can observe that they do not form a consistent model. Indeed, the ref property is exposed without its owning class, whereas the latter is required to enable its mapping with a property contained in a base class. Similarly, the in association exposed as parameter is underspecified because one of its ends (the Resource class) is not declared as a parameter. Figure 6 shows the preceding template where parameters were completed to form a full model required by the aspectual template. This required model specifies the structure expected from candidate models (two connected classes with string-based attributes in the example) to correctly inject the template functionality. Graphically, this specificity is ren- Other examples are provided in Fig. 7 for the injection of a functionality to search resources in a stock (see Querying) and a counting functionality between two connected classes (see Counting), of which one must have a valuation method. These examples show particularly that elements of the parameter model can be either properties, operations, associations or classes. The Allocation aspectual template also included in the figure is particularly interesting. It gives an example where classes of the parameter model are unconnected, the purpose being to install allocation management between classes representing "Client-Product problems".
Given such kind of templates, the next section shows their application to modeling contexts as far as they conform to the required parameter model.
Binding aspectual templates
Following UML, the application of aspectual templates is supported by the bind relationship, but it must be enhanced to take into account the "parameter as a model" requirement. This has the following consequence : A bind relationship used for aspectual template application is based on the substitution of the parameter model by a conforming substructure of the base model.
Consider the case study of the car hiring system and assume one wants to offer facilities for searching a specific car or client and performing car allocation. For this (see Fig.  7 ), useful aspectual templates may be applied to its base model (center-left in the figure). Subsequent template application depicted in this figure will be detailed in the following. Figure 8 shows the expected result.
Compared to UML, aspectual template binding needs specific conformance: To be valid, actual arguments must form a model that structurally conforms to the parameter model of the aspectual template. This means the following: If a parameter of the template depends on another parameter (according to their modeling constraints), the same must apply to their corresponding bound elements; if two elements are connected by a link l1 in the parameter model, their bound elements in the base model must be connected by a link bound to l1. These requirements will be ensured by a set of constraints detailed in Sect. 5.2.
For example, the center part in Fig. 7 shows the application of a Querying template to the base model. Parameters Result of template to template application structure formed by the parameter model is well preserved by these actual arguments. The preceding situation showed how an aspectual template may apply to a base model. But aspectual templates may also be composed together in order to obtain richer ones as promoted by the standard. This capacity is illustrated in the upper side of Fig. 7 where the same Querying template is applied to the StockManagement one for enhancing it with querying facilities. It is worth noting that template to template application must allow the binding of formal parameters to those of the bound template. In the example, the parameter Location is substituted by the parameter Stock. As a consequence, this may lead to their enrichment like any other bound element. For example, the method findAll() of Location will be injected in the Stock parameter class with respect to specified substitutions. Figure 9 shows the resulting QueryableStockManagement template.
At this point, it was shown how aspectual templates can be applied to base models or to other aspectual templates. Composing this primitive operation in the large leads to complex model assemblies such as the one of Fig. 7 . Related ordering and consistency properties must be guaranteed and were formalized in [33] . It must be possible to apply an aspectual template multiple times as it is the case for the preceding Querying template. Conditions are also stated to guarantee that alternative composition chains produce the same result. For example, as seen above, Querying applied to StockManagement produces the QueryableStockManagement template which is itself applied to the base model. An alternative would be to apply StockManagement to the base first then Querying with the same result. Another example (bottom side of the figure) is composing This case study shows how aspectual interpretation of UML templates allows to define new systems from assemblies of prefabricated model templates with flexibility. From a much more user-centered point of view, typical engineering practices and concerns are presented in the following.
Aspectual template-oriented engineering in UML
Template-oriented engineering as permitted by UML mainly involves two user roles which may be played alternatively by project contributors : designers of model templates and application modelers. When they want to use UML templates for aspectual needs, guaranteeing that parameters form a model must help them in their specific usage for building complex models from reusable ones, as in the motivating case study above (Fig. 7) . Figure 10 shows a typical scenario involving template designers on the left and application modelers on the right with respective activities around a model repository containing templates and models that they share.
Designers of aspectual templates are mainly concerned with "design for reuse" and the constitution of libraries ("models off-the-shelf"). They have to isolate the typical ("minimal") model of systems (the parameter) to which the specific reusable functionalities will apply. This is Model Parameterization (activity (A) in Fig. 10 ). For example, consider stock management ( Application modelers are much concerned with "design by reuse" methodology (right of Fig. 10 ). They want to exploit model templates for their application needs in a safe manner through template binding. Facilities must be offered to help them in this binding task:
-Verification that binding is correct. That is, model ingredients they chose from their application context for binding to some aspectual template of the library that they want to reuse form a model which conforms to the required parameter model. For example take the context of the car hiring system and the use of the Querying aspectual template for its design (center part of Fig. 7 Binding activity is iterative and compositional, allowing the construction of complex systems by successive application of model templates following rich model assemblies such as the one of Fig. 7 . The initial model of the system (CarHiringSystem, center-left on the figure) is bound to aspectual templates that it conforms to. This produces enriched models of the system to which aspectual templates may apply and so on. At each step, preceding helping facilities apply again in order to verify the applicability of template bindings and/or help in completing bindings from intermediate enriched version models of the system.
Far beyond the template binding activity of application modelers who apply step-by-step aspectual templates to (nested) models within their application context, template binding does also concern designers of aspectual templates but this time between model templates themselves in order to build richer aspectual templates from the composition of other ones. This is "Aspectual template composition" (activity (B) of template designers in Fig. 10 ). Preceding verification and completion facilities must also apply here but with the specificity that (partial) parameter binding may apply to model elements that could be parameter elements of the bound template model.
Finally it is worth noting that, backwardly, identification of candidate models of functionalities for parameterization may come either from scratch as initially (see primary activity (A) of template designers), either:
-by decomposition of a previously identified complex template (see "Template decomposition" activity (C) in Fig.  10 ) which leads to identify finer ones. -by induction from previously designed models of systems which share common functionalities (see "Template induction" activity (D) in Fig. 10 ).
These latter activities of template designers combine parameterization and binding tasks and call for verification that source models (coming from an application context or from a complex template) are binding to the identified template a posteriori. All these engineering practices must be controlled in a homogeneous and consistent manner with the provision that aspectual interpretation of UML templates and their binding semantics are precisely and rigorously stated in order to guide users who want to exploit UML templates this way and help in ensuring the correctness of computations made by automatic processes. For this, we present in the following an assertional semantics of this interpretation of the standard in OCL. The resulting formalization can be used in any situation where the concept of aspectual templates is needed such as automatic MDE engines and software design environments. It is the power of such an assertional (tool independent) formalization to offer rules (OCL constraints) for the definition and formal specification of the standard constructs enhanced as so and more, to exploit them for interactive or automatic needs. For example, as seen above, thanks to their "verification side", rules can be used to control editing and the correctness of built models. Thanks to their "deductive side", rules can be used to offer facilities such as completion and data inference based on user (partial) entries. At a practical level, such facilities will be presented in Sect. 8.
From UML templates to aspectual templates
This section presents the semantics of aspectual interpretation of UML templates and their binding using the OCL logics. As a basis, we concentrate here on "complete binding", "partial" one will be the subject of specific Sect. 6. Constraints apply to TemplateSignature and TemplateBind- ing metaclasses. Section 5.1 presents constraints associated to the TemplateSignature metaclass for checking that parameters of an aspectual template form a valid model. Section 5.2 is dedicated to the correctness of aspectual template binding. For sake of simplicity, we only consider package templates consisting of classes with their features (properties and operations) linked by binary associations.
Checking template parameters
The specificity of an aspectual template compared to a general one comes from refining the semantics of the TemplateSignature metaclass. The signature of an UML template considers the set of parameters as individual parameters, while the aspectual template signature imposes that this set forms a full well-formed model. That is the aim of the constraints formulated in this section. Figure 11 shows some not well-formed aspectual templates which are variants of the Counting template (Fig. 7) and will be used to explain constraints of this subsection.
Let us start with features of a class. If a feature is a parameter, its class must also be a parameter. This is ensured by the following constraint (number 1). Counter-examples are an operation without its owning class (Fig. 11a: The two following constraints (3 and 4) check the typing of features that are parameters. 4 In case of a property, constraint 3 checks that its type is also a parameter. Constraint 4 is similar in case of an operation: it checks that arguments and return value types are also parameters. 5 For example, in Fig.  11a , the type T of operation value() is not present in the signature, constraint 4 is violated. The same constraint is respected in Fig. 11b . 
Checking template binding
This section presents the set of constraints related to aspectual template complete binding, that is the conformance between the formal parameter model and the actual one. Figure 12 illustrates nonconformance of three bindings between Allocation and Counting templates.
The two following constraints allow the checking of model structure. Constraint 5 focuses on the preservation of owned/owner relationships.
Binding (a) in Fig. 12 illustrates this checking. The formal parameter value() is owned by the formal parameter Element. As a consequence, the actual parameter associated to value() must be owned by Allocation which is the substituted class of Element. As nbAssignment() is owned by the Product class, the constraint 5 is violated. Constraint 6 relates to the preservation of association structures. In Fig. 12b , the member ends of the substituted association of at, that is assign, must be the substituted classes of Element and Counter parameters : Allocation and Product contrarily to given Allocation and Client. So, constraint 6 is violated. The two following constraints focus on property substitution (constraint 7) and operation substitution (constraint 8). For a property parameter, its type must be substituted by the type of the substituted property. 
Partial binding of aspectual templates
In the previous section, we have presented basics of the aspectual enhancement of UML templates in the general case of "complete binding" (all parameters being substituted). In this section, we concentrate on "partial binding". Partial binding occurs when only a subset of the parameters are substituted so that unbound ones remain parameters in the resulting model which is therefore a template. This feature aims to define new templates with richer parameter models, resulting in a more powerful and flexible composition logics between templates. This facility allows to hierarchically compose templates and does increase their reusability.
In the following, we first explain partial binding in the context of aspectual templates. This requires additional rules for ensuring the consistency of partial binding, particularly the well formedness of the parameter model in the resulting template. Then we present these rules and give their OCL formulation.
Partial binding in detail
To get a glimpse of partial binding, let us consider an aspectual template capturing the Observer pattern and its The aim of this application is to get a new template expressing the functionality for observable stock management of resources. Figure 13 shows this application. It consists in the following substitutions of the Observer template parameters: The Subject class is bound to the Stock class, the value attribute is bound to the capacity attribute and its type T is bound to the int datatype. As we can notice, this application of the Observer template is partial: Observer class and observers association included in the parameter model are not substituted by elements of the bound template. In this application, none of the classes contained in the StockManagement template is intended to play the Observer functionality. Regarding this example, it is worthwhile to note that, without partial binding, it would not be possible to compose the involved templates. In case of partial binding, how unbound parameters are handled in the application process needs to be determined. Several strategies are possible for these parameters: simply ignore them; include them in the core of the resulting template while dropping their status as parameters; and propagate them in the parameter model of the resulting template. The last strategy is the one specified in UML ([43] page 634): "In case of partial binding, the unbound formal template parameters are formal template parameters of the bound element". Compared to other ones, this strategy offers two main advantages. First, it respects the high-order status of template parameters compared to other model elements, which is to abstract elements expected from any candidate model to fulfill the template functionality. Other strategies break this principle. Second, this strategy allows to obtain new templates with enriched parameters. This strategy of the standard is fully respected here. However, as explained in the following, it must be made consistent with aspectual templates so that parameters must form and remain a full model during binding.
Right of Fig. 14 illustrates this strategy by means of the ObservableStockManagement template resulting from the previous partial binding (Fig. 13) . One can observe the two following points. First, the unsubstituted Observer class and observers relationship have been inserted into the template core but keeping their parameter status so that they are injected in the parameter model of ObservableStockManagement. The insertion of these unsubstituted parameters is achieved with respect to specified substitutions, causing the adaptation of their owning elements. See for example the substitution of T by int in the update method. Second, both elements are also parameters of the ObservableStockManagement template, resulting in a richer parameter model. These added parameters should be substituted in further applications of the obtained template. More generally, following the standard strategy, the parameter set of the new template is determined by the union of the bound model parameters and the source unsubstituted model parameters. To follow aspectual template semantics, it is essential that this augmented parameter set forms a consistent model. The next subsection studies this issue.
The previous example of partial binding illustrates the case of unsubstituted class and association parameters. Owned elements like attribute and operation parameters can also be unsubstituted, even if their owning class parameter is bound. As an illustrative example of this capacity, let us modify the Querying template used in Sect. 4.2 a bit. The modification consists in adding an address and a date attributes as parameters of the Querying template so that the functionality of searching a resource by date or location could be customized with corresponding attributes from the source domain. In addition to this modification, we also consider partial binding of this template to the previously obtained ObservableStockManagement template for providing observable stock management with a querying facility. Figure 14 shows the modified parameter model of the Querying template and its partial application to ObservableStockManagement. The resulting QueryableObservableStockManagement template is shown in the left part of Fig. 15 . In this example, address and date parameters being unsubstituted, they are included in the parameter model of the resulting template. Indeed, these attributes are still needed to fulfill the functionality added to the resulting template for searching a resource by date or location. Regarding the need for consistency of the resulting parameter model, unsubstituted attributes and operations parameters require that their owning class in the bound be a parameter (see Location substituted by Stock in Fig. 14) . This requirement is necessary to ensure that such parameters have an owning class in the resulting parameter model.
From the successive partial applications described previously, we finally obtain a quite rich aspectual template. This template combines several functionalities for observing, searching and managing resources at the same time. This template can be capitalized as a value-added reusable model in repositories and be further applied to construct systems. Figure 15 illustrates the application of this template to the CarHiringSystem so that agencies can manage their stock of cars and clients can observe the availabilities. Figure 16 shows the overall resulting model. It is the result of the partial application chain as schematized on the left in Fig. 17 . It is useful to highlight that the same result model could be obtained through alternative ordering composition processes of the involved templates such as exemplified on the right of Fig. 17 : first applying Querying and StockManagement (in any order) and then ObserverPattern. This equality emphasizes the compatibility between partial and complete binding, therefore the consistency of the partial binding strategy. During system design, partial and complete binding can be mixed in an effective way thanks to ordering properties, some parts originating from templates designed from scratch, other parts coming from templates obtained by valuable composition of other templates.
Checking partial binding
The constraints described in Sect. 5 for the consistency of complete template binding remain valid in case of partial one. But partial binding also calls for specific rules to ensure its consistency. These rules are the following:
1. The subset of substituted parameters must form a wellformed part of the parameter model. 6 Intuitively in Fig. 14, consider the key attribute parameter and its Resource owning parameter class which are both substituted. Substitution of this attribute implies substitution of its class. Otherwise, it will not be possible to specify the class owning the substituted attribute in the bound template and as a consequence, the core of the resulting template will not be well-formed. Additionally, in Fig. 18b , substitution of observers association without substituting the Observer class will yield the same kind of problem. 2. The bound model of a partial binding must be an aspectual template. This requirement is necessary to ensure Fig. 14) . This requirement is necessary to ensure that the parameter model augmented with unsubstituted parameters forms a valid model. In Fig. 13 , the unsubstituted observers association parameter is an example satisfying this requirement for its ending Subject and Observer parameter classes : the first one is bound to the Stock class parameter and the second one is unsubstituted, so that it remains a parameter. In Fig. 14 , one can see that the requirement is also fulfilled since unsubstituted date and address parameter attributes have their respective classes bound to class parameters in the bound template. Otherwise, such parameters would not have an owning class and the resulting parameter model would not be well-formed.
In the following, we detail these rules separately and formulate the corresponding OCL constraints. Constraints (9-12) deal with the first rule. These constraints are similar to those used for checking that parameters included in a template signature (see constraints 1-4) form a model. Here, these constraints check this property for the substituted parameters specified by the template binding. Constraint 9 checks for contained elements (features without their owning class), constraint 10 for associations (associations without their ending classes), and constraints 11-12 for features (features without their respective types).
We use Fig. 18 to illustrate violation of these constraints. In case (a) of this figure, the class Subject which owns the substituted attribute parameter value is not substituted, so violates the constraint 9. Meanwhile, the type of this attribute being parameter (T ), it must also be substituted to respect the constraint 11.
In Fig. 18b , the parameter association observers between Subject and Observer is substituted, but it has only one substituted ending class (Subject by Stock), leading to violation of constraint 10. The second rule is ensured by the constraints 1-4. Remember that these constraints check that the signature of the bound element forms a model. Constraints (13) (14) (15) (16) and Fig. 19 focus on the last rule. Constraint 13 checks for unsubstituted features. If a class C is substituted and one of its features is not then the class substituted for C must be parameter of the bound template. Let us illustrate this with the binding of Counting to Allocation in Fig. 19 where the Element class is substituted by Allocation. As the operation value() is not substituted and propagated as a parameter, its class must also be a parameter (w.r.t constraint 1). Here, the binding violates constraint 13. Let us refine the study of unsubstituted features. If the unsubstituted feature is a property and its type is substituted, the substituted type must be parameter of the bound template. Constraints 14 and 15 check this rule, respectively, for properties and operations. For example, consider the binding in Fig. 13 with a substitution of T but not of value. Then, value would be propagated as a parameter in the resulting template but without its type (the result would violate constraint 3). The last constraint (constraint 16) focuses on unsubstituted associations. If a member end of an unsubstituted association is substituted then it must be parameter of the bound template. In Fig. 19, constraint 16 is violated by the unsubstituted association at because its Element member end is substituted by the Allocation class which is not a parameter of the bound template. This would yield a propagated but dangling association in the resulting parameter model (constraint 2 is violated). 
−− [14] I f a parameter class c is substituted by a class c' and c is

−− [16] I f a parameter class c is substituted by a class c' and c is one of a member end of an parameter association of c which is not
Binding algorithm
This section presents an algorithm for the construction of a consistent model resulting from the binding of an aspectual template to a model or another aspectual template. It follows the semantics by copy and substitution informally specified in UML. This algorithm supports complete and partial binding.
The algorithm (see Algorithm 1) takes one input parameter which is a TemplateBinding specifying the target aspectual template, the bound package and a set of substitutions. The effect of the algorithm is to modify the bound package with additional elements of the aspectual template after parameter substitution.
We make the assumption that the TemplateBinding parameter is a valid aspectual template binding with respect to the set of rules presented in the previous sections. So, the checking of TemplateBinding is not included in the algorithm. In particular, when partial binding, the bound template must be an aspectual one. We also assume the following: -The ParameterableElement metaclass owns an isTemplateParameter(): boolean operation which returns true if the element is exposed as a template parameter, false otherwise. It is used here to memorize substitution of classes done in the first step. -A clone() operation is available on parameterable elements. It creates an element of the same metatype and copies its metaattributes.
The algorithm is based on three steps :
1. Copy template classes into the bound package: In this step, iteration is made over the set of classes contained in the aspectual template. If a class is not a parameter or is an unsubstituted parameter, a clone without features is created and added to the bound package. In case of an unsubstituted template class, a corresponding parameter is added to the bound package signature. Finally, in preparation to the next step, mapping is made between each template class and its corresponding bound class which is either one specified by the template binding or one created previously. 2. Extend bound classes with features issued from the template: This step consists in extending all the bound classes mapped to template classes with clones of their properties and operations which are not parameters or are unsubstituted ones. The algorithm iterates over the mapping set up during the first step to determine each bound class. For each added property and operation, the template classes referenced by their types are replaced by the corresponding mapped classes. In addition, unsubstituted features from the aspectual template are propagated as parameters in the bound template signature. 3. Copy template associations into the bound package: In this last step, the algorithm inserts a copy of template associations which are not parameters or are unsubstituted parameters into the bound package. New associations have their owned ends adapted to take into account substituted or cloned template classes. Unsubstituted associations are propagated as parameters in the bound template signature.
uml bound model includes the content of the template with any element exposed as a formal parameter substituted by the actual element specified in the binding.
Aspectual template technology
In the preceding sections, a formalization of aspectual templates in OCL was stated. This formalization aims at capturing common groundings when using UML templates for aspectual needs. Its ambition is to be independent of (so reusable in) any particular tool, user interaction facility or specific automatic process. This opens the way to many possibilities for applying and implementing aspectual templates as specified in the present work. In this section, we present core technology that has been made available in the Eclipse Modeling Framework environment. Then, we present how it can be integrated into specific CASE tools through an example.
Core functionalities
Following the plugin-based style promoted by Eclipse, we have developed new plugins that offer core functionalities dedicated to aspectual templates. 7 These plugins, which rely on official EMF, UML and OCL plugins for their implementation, are the following:
-A UML profile plugin that allows to optionally apply the aspectual interpretation and its constraints. This profile is compliant with the official UML plugin provided by Eclipse. As a result, the stereotypes can be applied to any UML model using either the programming interface or any profile-compliant UML CASE tool. The profile consists of three dedicated stereotypes (Fig. 20) which 7 The core functionalities and the CASE tool are available at http:// www.cristal.univ-lille.fr/caramel/aspectualtemplates.
provide contexts for applying the specific OCL constraints. These stereotypes are:
-AspectualTemplate and AspectualTemplateSignature related to package templates and their signature; -AspectualTemplateBinding which enhances the binding rules. Figure 20 shows the extension using the standard profile notation (see Profiles Section in [43]). It uses the standard "extension" association between a stereotype definition and the extended metaclass. The stereotypes must be applied conjointly to be consistent. -An engine plugin that checks all specified OCL constraints. Constraints are parsed and executed using the Java API provided by the official OCL plugin. This plugin also implements the binding algorithm presented in Sect. 7. The algorithm implementation exploits the API provided by the UML plugin to represent and manipulate UML models in Java. -An helper plugin that offers general facilities for querying, modifying or completing aspectual template signatures and bindings in relation with the "parameters as a model" requirement. Among the provided facilities, one allows to determine the missing parameters in aspectual template signatures and bindings. Another facility is the automatic completion of signatures and bindings to guarantee that their formal parameters form a model. Inference of parameter substitution for aspectual template bindings is also offered (see next subsection for a detailed explanation of this powerful functionality). This plugin can be helpful to develop new modeling tasks targeting aspectual templates and also to provide user assistance during aspectual template specification and binding like the automatic fixing of errors detected by OCL constraints.
All the preceding core functionalities are available to other plugins and can be easily integrated into UML tools which are compliant with the Eclipse architecture and its EMF framework. Kinds of tools that can profit from such plugins are, for example, UML model verifiers, transformation and construction engines as well as model editors as illustrated in the Sect. 8.3.
Binding inference
Binding inference is the process of finding automatically valid parameter substitutions for an aspectual template binding specification. This feature is currently provided by the helper plugin. To provide this feature, we use a well-known algorithm for subgraph isomorphism detection proposed by Ullman in [42] . This algorithm, which is based on the principle of backtracking in combination with a forward-checking technique, enables to find all the mappings between two graphs that respect some iso-structural conditions.
In the current work, this algorithm has been adapted to find all the valid substitutions between the model parameter and the bound model with regard to the structural constraints imposed by aspectual template semantics. The adapted algorithm starts with a single mapping of a parameter to a compatible element and then gradually extends this mapping with additional ones such that the set of determined mappings always denotes a valid binding. If, at some point, the set of computed mappings does not represent a valid binding, then the process backtracks. That is, a previously mapped parameter is reassigned to another candidate element from the bound model and the conditions for the binding correctness are again tested. At each level of the execution, the forwardchecking procedure is used to test whether there exists at least one mapping for each future parameter onto some element such that the conditions for valid binding hold true. This allows to avoid computation steps in the intermediate level before discovering that a parameter can not be correctly mapped.
Binding inference works in case of partial binding. The algorithm handles this case by limiting the enumeration of possible mappings to the subset of formal parameters. Furthermore, the binding inference also operates if substitutions exist for some parameters at the initial stage. In that case, the algorithm takes the given substitutions as being fixed mapping and systematically includes them in all resulting valid bindings (see the following for an example).
The capacities of the algorithm are illustrated in Fig. 21 for the complete application of StockManagement aspectual template to the Car Hiring System model (see Fig. 7 ). In this example, the binding only specifies the substitution of Stock by Agency. Other parameters are not substituted (their actuals are noted undefined in the figure). From this At the user level, binding inference can be exploited to assist the modeler with the task of substituting parameters as seen in Sect. 4.3. For example, the modeler can perform inference to discover all the valid bindings and select the most convenient ones with regard to his modeling problem. From these bindings, it is also possible to compute their intersection and group them according to their common substitutions in order to reduce the set of bindings proposed to the modeler. Another way of using this facility is the completion of a binding with additional inferred substitutions. For example, a modeler can specify the binding of an attribute parameter to an existing one in the bound model and rely on the inference mechanism to determine the substitution of its class parameter by the corresponding class. A last interesting usage of binding inference is the filtering of elements that can be candidates for a particular substitution. All the user facilities relying on binding inference are included into the case tool presented in the next section.
Integration to CASE tools
These plugins are reusable in any engineering EMF compliant environment, and we use them in our proper environment. Figure 22 presents a snapshot of a CASE tool aimed to assist the construction of UML systems with aspectual templates. It was used to experiment the case study presented in the paper using aspectual template libraries such as GOF patterns. This CASE tool includes both a tree-based editor (left side of the figure) and a graphical visualizer of UML models (right side of the figure). 
TemplateableElement
The editor is a specialization of the UML editor provided by Eclipse. Compared to the latter, it adds the capacities to specify new UML aspectual templates, to import and bind existing aspectual templates into UML models and to process their application. Along these modeling tasks, the aspectual templates and their bindings can be checked at any time using the editor. In addition, the editor includes completion and filtering facilities to avoid or fix errors detected by the set of OCL constraints. These editing facilities rely on the helper plugin. The visualizer provides a graphical view of the model currently edited by the editor or selected in the workspace. This view can help the designer to find interesting aspectual templates before their import or to understand complex aspectual template assemblies and their results.
Generalization of the results
In this section, generalization of the results is discussed. We begin by studying the generalization inside UML which is the main topic of the paper. We will see how far aspectual interpretation is applicable to other templates. Then, we further investigate generalization beyond the scope of UML, that is to other forms of model templates.
Inside UML
All along the paper, we focused on aspectual templates for class models. For this kind of aspectual templates, we formulated a set of constraints that take into account the parameterable elements of class diagrams. While being specific of class models, it can be observed that most of the constraints are related to general dependencies between elements contained in a model such as component/composite dependencies, type dependencies and no-dangling link dependencies. Given that UML provides many other templateable elements than package template and many other parameterables than the ones contained in a class model, two main questions arise. First, how does the notion of aspectual template extend to other templateable elements? Second, if there are other candidate templateables, how do the presented constraints serve as guidelines to interpret them as aspectual?
It is worth noting that the current UML specification provides limited information about permitted templates. It only contains examples and explanations for class templates, collaboration templates and package templates based on classes. Other permitted templates are not described in the specification making the task of answering the previous questions not immediate. To help in this study, we proceeded by a systematic introspection of the standard as offered by the UML plugin provided by Eclipse thanks to EMFScript, a reflective scripting language that eases the querying of models and metamodels [41] . This introspection was done by collecting all direct and indirect subclasses of TemplateableElement and ParameterableElement, then visiting all constituents of templateables to check if they are parameterable ones. Figure 23 shows the complete sets of parameterable and templateable elements in UML specification. As expected, only a subset of UML elements are parameterable. Concerning templateable elements, they are fewer than parameterable Table 1 gives the set of elements that are essential for the content of each model kind but are not parameterable in the corresponding template. This allows to observe that some templateables offer limited parameterization capacities. It is the case here for Interaction, Activity and StateMachine.
From the isolation of parameterable elements, it becomes possible to determine if a particular template can be aspectualized. To have this property, a template must have parameters that form a well-structured model. Table 1 shows the result of evaluating this requirement in the "Aspectualizable" column. It appears that only a few templateables have the property. In addition to class model studied in this work, it is also the case, for instance, component, use case and deployment models. For each of the corresponding templateables, their set of parameterable constituents is sufficient to form models of their kind. For instance, in a use case template, actors and use cases which are linked by associations are all parameterable elements. Considered together as parameter they form a consistent use case model (even if Include and Extend relationship are not parameterable). Similarly, components that are parameterable in a component model can be linked via parameterable Ports and Dependency relationships to form a component parameter model. Similar observations can be made for templates dedicated to instance and deployment models.
Remaining templateables are not aspectualizable because their set of parameterables is not sufficient to form models. This is the case of Collaboration, Interaction, Activity and StateMachine templates. For example, in a collaboration template, a role depends on its type and both can be parameters. But connectors between roles which are essential constituents of collaboration are not. This prevents to expose a collaboration model as a parameter and therefore to aspectualize them.
As a conclusion, preceding analysis allows to retain class, instance, use-case, component and deployment models for aspectualization. For example, consider aspectualization of a component model in Fig. 24 . In this example, the aspectual template aims to install a registry of services between two components. 8 The model parameter of this template captures the requirement that these components must be connected through ports having the same interface. Additionally, Fig. 24 shows the binding of this template to components which are parts of a management system for hotel rooms. Similar capacities can be obtained for other aspectualizable templates. Concerning deployment models, the work described in [3] presents the specification of reusable deployment patterns as predefined UML templates. It gives some examples of templates parameterized with artifacts which could be easily extended for being aspectual. For the previous aspectualizable templates, enhancing their aspectual semantics can be achieved by specifying OCL constraints in a way similar to the present work. Similar to the aspectual template studied here, the constraints for these templates must be defined to handle the specific structure of involved parameters, notably their mutual dependencies which can be related to the ones handled in this paper because they address similar concerns. To give an example, consider the dependency between a port and the owning component when they are parameters in a component model template. It appears that such a dependency is analogous to the one existing between an attribute parameter and its owning class. So 8 Such registry of services can be found into component platforms like OSGI in order to facilitate a loose-coupling between components. constraints defined in the paper are inspiring and may serve as guidelines to define with precision the aspectual interpretation of these templates.
More generally, the fact that parameters across multiple templates have similar dependencies to address brings the factorization of aspectual template constraints into question. At present time, it is not clear whether the definition of general constraints for several aspectual templates is possible. To answer this question, further investigations on the basis of our work are necessary. It seems interesting in particular to study how to exploit the standard class hierarchy of template parameters (ClassifierTemplateParameter, ConnectableTemplateParameter and OperationTemplateParameter) for achieving this generalization.
Beyond UML
The previous section highlighted that the concepts for supporting UML templates as specified in Figs. 2 and 3 appears general enough to be applied to different kinds of model. Indeed, these concepts provide together a complete and generic framework for defining and structuring UML-like template constructs without being necessarily tied to UML concepts. As so, these concepts constitute a "metamodeling pattern" for any template language. Completed with the principles, rules and guidelines presented here for obtaining their aspectual version, this pattern opens the way to the integration of aspectual templates into a wide range of model-ing languages. For a particular modeling language, applying the pattern consists in determining the concepts that need to be templateable and their parameterable constituents, then augmenting them with the provided template structure and corresponding derived constraints. Technically, this operation can be done in the metamodel of the language by using inheritance from general template concepts like in UML and [22] . Another way for doing this more modularly is by using aspect-orientation techniques at the metalevel as proposed in [34, 35] . We experimented the application of this pattern to obtain aspectual templates of interaction models similar to simplified sequence diagrams. 9 They were applied in [40] to capture reusable interaction models from the field of convergent telecom applications and construct interaction models of systems in this domain.
Besides its application to specific modeling languages, the notion of aspectual template can also be applied at the metamodeling level. Two works have explored a similar notion of template with the purpose of capturing common patterns or crosscutting aspects of modeling language definition to design metamodels modularly. Clark et al. [11] presents an aspect-oriented design of a subset of UML by means of package templates. In this work, package templates are similar to Catalysis model frameworks [20] which are parameterized packages. Parameterization is done through string substitution of names. The result of a template instantiation is then merged with elements of a base model according to their names. At the metalevel, such package templates are used by the authors to specify metalevel patterns such as generalization or namespace features and then construct the UML metamodel from the instantiation and merging of these templates.
De Lara and Guerra [18] at the metalevel in order to provide an extensible way of defining metamodels in the context of the MetaDepth metamodeling framework. Here, a metamodel template aims to define a generic behavior that can be added to some metamodel to support operations on their models in a particular context like simulation or transformation. The behavior is defined generically by such templates thanks to a "concept" construct which is a separate model expressing both the parameters and a set of structural requirements on these parameters. In some way, this "concept" construct is related to the notion of model as parameter deeply studied in present work as it also aims to provide a higher level of granularity for the template parameters. However, despite this similarity, a "concept" differs fundamentally from model parameter of aspectual templates because it is not part of the template body. More generally, the need for specifying structural requirements of parameterized models is related to model typing. Important works, inspired from the programming world on groups of types [5, 7, 21] , were made on the possibility of model substitutability through model (sub-)typing [23, 37] . Though, they focus on the problem of model conformance w.r.t. (sub-)metamodels. Aspectual templates and their binding presented here are mainly concerned with the conformance of candidate models to template parameter models within the same metamodeling space through the question of model inclusion. To investigate this issue, existing works on (meta-)model inclusion and its variants [10, 23, 29] are of interest.
As far as metalevel is concerned, the present contribution only focused on UML, but the classical use of class-based models for metamodel definitions (MOF or EMF) suggests that aspectual templates presented here for UML class diagrams can also be applied at the metalevel. Such an application could enable the construction of metamodels from aspectual templates with the benefits of having a much more powerful and rigorous approach compared to [11, 18] mentioned previously. Indeed, they do not provide composition of templates and do not formalize at all the semantic rules for specifying and binding them. Concerning the integration of aspectual templates at the metalevel, that is in the metametamodel, it could be done for instance in a way comparable to the work of [15] which proposes an extension of the Ecore model 10 with UML template constructs in order to get semantic variability in metamodels.
A last area where the results of this work are of interest is aspect-oriented modeling (AOM) which aims to provide model-based aspects typically made of pointcuts and advices. Pointcuts are abstract model elements defining where to affect a base model and the advices are corresponding elements defining how to extend those identified by the pointcuts. In most of the AOM approaches, pointcuts and advices are expressed by two related models with corresponding elements and the model of pointcuts is a subset of the model of advices [28, 30, 45, 47] . However, the relationship between these two models is most of the time assumed implicitly or loosely defined. This has the consequence that the consistency between the two models is not handled or is only ensured partially. There are several ways to alleviate this problem, but the notion of parameterized models like present templates can be a convenient approach in order to get a rigorous definition of the relationship between pointcut and advice models forming an aspect and a way to guaranty their consistency. The idea of relying on parameterized models for a full AOM approach has been explored by the first author in the Smart Adapter approach [31] with the difference that the pointcut part expressed as parameter of the aspect model contains roles which are distinct elements from those of the advice part.
More generally, the goal of moving UML standard toward a complete AOM solution with templates as building blocks is quite interesting but challenging as the standard template formalism has some main limitations: substitution without quantifiers, no wildcards, only addition of elements, no modification and no exclusion. Features of AOM not supported by UML (such as quantification over candidate elements offered by pointcuts or nonmonotonic adaptations provided by advices) would imply a deep change in the way standard templates are designed, interpreted and used. The integration of these features raises many questions and calls for a more general study on the capacities of model templates for full AOM.
Conclusion
After providing background on the general UML template concept, we concentrated on its specific interpretation for aspectual needs. So-called aspectual templates and their binding mechanism were defined by enhancing the semantics of standard UML templates in OCL in a fully compatible way: aspectual templates are UML templates. This semantic enhancement constitutes a useful building block for MDE approaches which use UML templates with the requirement that their parameters must form a model, such as pattern-, view-or aspect-oriented ones.
As a major result, due notably to partial binding, the interpretation of the standard allows aspectual template composition in a homogeneous and consistent way: hierarchical construction of richer aspectual templates from the composition of other ones, their capitalization, and finally, their usage within modeling assemblies in order to obtain systems.
The paper only retains main ingredients of the general template notion specified in UML, others may be taken into account. We can cite the notion of default value for unbound parameters or the capacity to define a new template by extending an existing one thanks to the concept of RedefinableTemplateSignature. How these additional ingredients relate with the aspectual interpretation of templates and may complement this usage is a valuable issue.
For sake of simplicity, this paper only considers basic structural class models. Though the presented guidelines may extend to other modeling constructs, such as cardinalities of associations, metaattributes of model elements or inheritance links. This will lead to investigate a richer conformance relationship with specific substitution capabilities in template application. In our previous work on refinement of class models [6] , we already studied similar issues and provided solutions specifically for cardinalities and inheritance links. Other works on the merging of class diagrams like [12, 19] would also be a helpful basis to study this issue. More generally, it was shown that works could be made to generalize the results inside and outside UML on the basis of the present work.
Along this paper, we showed how it is possible to build systems as well as "off-the-shelf" rich aspectual templates from the application of multiple ones. This leads to the notion of "model assembly" whose expected properties have been already stated in [33] . Besides aspectual template application, such assemblies may also include other reusing relationships such as standard "merge" and "extends". Beyond model assembling, we saw that aspectual templates authorize specific model engineering practices such as template extraction, induction, composition and decomposition. All these operators are under study to be integrated in our engineering environment centered on model repository.
Finally, while the precise formalization of aspectual templates in UML using its proper metamodeling techniques is of value, it was shown that its generalization outside the standard remains a challenge. Much more theoretical investigation is needed, specially on model typing and model inclusion which is a major issue in MDE [23, 29, 37] . As far as model typing is concerned, intuition leads to the idea that the signature of an aspectual template determines a "model type" to which candidate models must conform. We are currently working on this topic by exploiting our previous work on model inclusion and the notion of submodel [10] . All these works should contribute to better theoretical understanding and generalization of aspectual templates for the quest of model reuse.
